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Every once in a while we get a new product in our offices that just seems like such a good
idea…and Lockstraps is one of those products, innovative yet simple and begs the old "why
didn't I think of that?" question.
What are Lockstraps?
Lockstraps are a tie down that locks, helping secure your bike, quad, gear, tools, whatever
you'd rather not donate to criminals.Lockstraps use two combination locking carabineers,
one per end (which means no keys…nice. They use a soft loop system to not scratch up
your bike and valuable stuff and there is a steel cable inside the full length of the strap so it
can't be cut easily.

We believe that although products like this have no guarantee against theft, that theft is a
matter of opportunity and thieves take the path of least resistance. Having these cables
attached makes it a LOT harder to steal your stuff, and thieves will probably just move on
to another target.
Another cool benefit is the Lockstrap seems stronger than a regular tie-down because it has
the steel cable running in it. This was nice peace of mind when you have your $10K MX
bike or ATV strapped to the back of the truck going 70MPH.We've used these cables every
time we've had to leave our bikes and gear out and exposed, and we've even used them to
secure items like our BMX rigs. We just keep finding new uses for the Lockstraps…and so
will you.Lockstraps come in a variety of configurations starting with the basic 8.5 foot
length…but extensions can be purchased as well to suit a variety of applications.This is the
cheapest insurance you can buy for your bike/atv/gear so why not get a set for the rider in
your life today? Lockstraps are fairly new so it should be a unique gift and one that's built
to last!
To see more information and purchase LOCKSTRAPS - CLICK
HERE!

	
  

